Abstract Compact and tunable semiconductor terahertz sources providing direct electrical control, efficient operation at room temperatures and device integration opportunities are of great interest at the present time. One of the most well-established techniques for terahertz generation utilises photoconductive antennas driven by ultrafast pulsed or dual-wavelength continuous wave laser systems, though some limitations, such as confined optical wavelength pumping range and thermal breakdown, still exist. The use of quantum dot-based semiconductor materials, having unique carrier dynamics and material properties, can help to overcome limitations and enable efficient optical-to-terahertz signal conversion at room temperatures. Here we discuss the construction of novel and versatile terahertz transceiver systems based on quantum dot semiconductor devices. Configurable, energy-dependent optical and electronic characteristics of quantum-dot-based semiconductors are described, and the resonant response to optical pump wavelength is revealed. Terahertz signal generation and detection at energies that resonantly excite only the implanted quantum dots opens the potential for using compact quantum dot-based semiconductor lasers as pump sources. Proof-of-concept experiments are demonstrated here that show quantum dot-based samples to have higher optical pump damage thresholds and reduced carrier lifetime with increasing pump power.
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1. Introduction

Quantum dot (QD) materials were introduced around the same time [1] as the first generation of terahertz (THz) photoconductive antenna (PCA) devices [2]. QDs are often referred to as ‘designer atoms’ [3], because they can exhibit discrete energy levels and are highly configurable in their properties. The nano-scale size of the dots means that a significant degree of quantum confinement of charge carriers is exhibited in all three spatial dimensions, compared with a single dimension as in the case of semiconductor quantum wells (QW). Since then, QDs have been successfully implemented in many applications such as diode lasers [4–6], amplifiers [7], saturable absorbers [8], photovoltaic devices [9] and biosensors [10]. All these applications take advantage of the distinctive properties of QDs, such as high thermal and optoelectronic efficiency and short charge carrier lifetime [11], properties that are also crucial for effective operation of photoconductive (PC) THz devices. Recently, research into efficient ultrafast PC materials and structures for THz [12–14] applications has included the investigation of optically-pumped QD-based semiconductor structures with the primary function of utilising layers of implanted QDs as the photocarrier lifetime shortening mechanism [4, 8]. This could potentially allow the production of a highly efficient, ultrafast device without introducing compromises between factors such as carrier mobility, PC gain, resistivity and carrier lifetimes as would normally be made in bulk-type PC THz materials. The use of essentially defect-free GaAs crystal layers in an InAs:GaAs QD structure allows carrier mobilities across the active region that are similar to low-defect density bulk semi-insulating...
(SI) GaAs structure and significantly higher than in a bulk low temperature-grown (LT)-GaAs [15].

Additionally, the use of implanted QDs as the active PC medium within a GaAs host crystal could enable the efficient optical-to-THz signal conversion when such a structure is pumped at lower optical energies, transparent to the GaAs host but resonantly exiting carriers to and from the InAs QD sites. This in turn would open the opportunity for the development of all-QD, integrated or even on-chip THz sources or transceiver systems.

QDs deposited within or over GaAs have been demonstrated to efficiently shorten photocarrier lifetimes and enable the generation of THz signals when the structure is pumped by ultrafast optical pulses with wavelengths between 800 nm; and 895 nm [14], and these lifetimes are approximately the same as in LT GaAs. Thus GaAs PC devices incorporating QDs may offer the advantageous operating characteristics of semi-insulating (SI) GaAs while maintaining operating speeds comparable to LT-GaAs [16].

Photomixing operation of PCAs has been demonstrated using ErAs:GaAs nanoisland-based structures pumped at around 800nm using two Ti:Sapphire lasers [12]. By changing such parameters as the QD size, QD composition, density of dots and number of QD layers in the active volume, the optoelectronic properties of the overall structure, such as energy level structure and carrier lifetime(s), can be predefined over a wide range – thus allowing a configurable “match” for various specific ultrafast and CW QD-based compact pump lasers that operate at wavelengths in the region of 1 µm and 1.3 µm. Moreover, the parameters of QD PCAs and QD laser diodes (LDs) may be perfectly matched at the design stage, which could result in even more effective THz generation from a compact or potentially even single-chip device.

2. QD Structures

In this work, InAs:GaAs QD structures containing varying numbers of InAs QD layers within a GaAs lattice grown over a suitable distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) were used for THz generation. All semiconductor structures were grown by MBE in the Stranski-Krastanov regime, comprising a 30 nm top layer of LT-GaAs above an active QD layer region of either 25 or 40 layers of InAs QDs immediately beneath. The top layer of LT-GaAs is suitable for Ti/Au metal contact deposition, will significantly reduce device dark current and is of very low optically-absorptive material volume compared with the much greater volume of “as-grown”, absorptive GaAs layers beneath this. At longer optical pump wavelengths (≥870 nm) this layer is optically transparent.

In all cases, the QD layers were each capped by 4–5 nm In0.13Ga0.87As layer and separated by a 35–36 nm GaAs spacer layer, giving a total active region depth between 1 µm and 1.7 µm comprising either twenty-five or forty 40 nm QD sections. A TEM image of a single QD is shown in Figure 1(b). Atomic force microscopy measurements of uncapped QD layers grown under similar conditions show a QD density of 3.10^10 cm^-2 per layer, similar to areal QD densities for typical QD lasers. Faster carrier capture in QD ensembles with increasing QD density, as evidenced by a faster rise time in time-resolved PL measurements, has been previously reported in ref. [17]. The structures are produced with InAs dot layer thickness of 2.3 monolayers, which is enough to support significant dot layer density without risking a high density of dislocations. An extra spacer layer of GaAs was grown under the active PC region on an AlAs/GaAs DBR of either 25 or 30 layers (Figure 1(a)). Structures were grown by Innolume GmbH, Germany, and by the EPSRC National Centre for III-V Technologies at the University of Sheffield, UK. Growth parameters for the QD layers were intentionally kept as similar as possible between structures.

Ideal QDs exhibit carrier confinement in all three dimensions, thus discrete energy levels with distinguishable density of states (DOS) profiles for each energy level would be expected. However, in real QD structures the DOS at each energy level is smeared over a Gaussian-type distribution due to small variations of the deposited dot sizes (Figure 1(c)). The need for the DBR is two-fold: to reflect the pump beam thus reducing the IR power at the antenna output, and to allow possibility for full optical cavity-type optimisation of the structure. Typical DBR layouts and reflectivity of the samples used are shown in Figure 1(d).

Pumping such structures at different excitation energies may induce a range of photocurrent processes which occur over different timescales, depending upon: (i) which layer or material is optically excited, (ii) which layer/material charge carriers relax to and (iii) the level of optical excitation applied [18]. In the case of THz antennas there is the additional factor of the electric field applied across the active region, which affects carrier drift velocities and their subsequent capture times [19]. Ultrafast carrier relaxation has been demonstrated in QD-based semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) pumped at longer wavelengths corresponding to absorption energies of the implanted QDs [8]. Differential reflection measurements on QD layers with ~100 nm vertical separation showed sub-ps carrier capture from bulk GaAs into the wetting layer and ~1.5 ps capture time into the QDs [20]. Additionally, the periodicity of embedded QD layers has been shown to also strongly influence the carrier capture time [21].

Carrier interactions and transitions in low-bandgap QDs are due to both radiative and non-radiative recombination and relaxation processes. When pumped at the wavelengths around 800nm (allowing excitation of the GaAs barrier layers), radiative process timescales can range from several ps to hundreds of ps [22,23]. These timescales are determined by generation and diffusion of carriers from the GaAs barrier layers into the QDs, simultaneous state-filling of QD energy levels, and subsequent energy-dependent exciton recombination. Importantly however, it is observed that an increasing optical pump power leads firstly to saturation of the dot ground state (GS) and subsequently of the higher energy states due to comparatively low degeneracy of the GS [24]. Photoluminescence recombination measurements
indicate a shorter recombination time from the excited states (ES) as compared to the GS. Non-radiative relaxation processes that result from the Auger effect [25] and step-wise (“intra-dot”) relaxation of excitons through subsequent QD energy states are dependent on both the available intraband relaxation channels and phonon interactions [26]. The difference between carrier capture and carrier relaxation in this case is defined by whether photocarriers are considered as mobile or not mobile. Intra-dot carrier processes may be investigated by resonant excitation of QD states. Crucially, it is observed that increasing optical pump power in this regime reduces carrier recombination times, and this process is temperature dependent [27], which emphasises the importance of Auger-based processes.

3. THz Generation in QD based devices

The operation of a PCA device is based on the generation of photocurrent and the movement of charge carriers, and as such their mobility within the structure and between generation and capture sites is a prime concern. In addition to intra-dot processes, the nature of inter-dot (mobile) processes must be considered in the pumping of such structures at resonant QD energies. Such processes are governed by carrier escape from QD sites into the barrier layers, which is in part dependent on the relative band energy mismatch between the QDs and wetting and spacer materials and a potential tunnelling between them. Application of an electric field across the active QD layer region of an InAs:GaAs heterostructure under IR excitation has been previously demonstrated to enhance the movement and subsequent capture rate of charge carriers [28] down to sub-ps times, which is not observed during excitation of an un-biased structure. This dependency of the carrier relaxation rate on the externally applied electric field for ultrafast carrier relaxation is typically not present in more homogeneous, bulk semiconductors grown at low temperatures, which suggests that in QD-based structures a more complicated sequence of carrier capture and relaxation events is taking place.

The THz signal generation layout used in primary experiments here is depicted in Figure 1(e): the pump laser beam is focused onto the PCA active region, situated between biased antenna electrodes, and is absorbed by the semiconductor. Optical-to-THz signal conversion processes take place via the ultrafast generation, movement, capture and recombination of charge carrier pairs which in turn loads the integrated microantenna with a (photo)current to be re-radiation as a THz pulse. The generated THz radiation is collected by a hyperhemispherical lens made of a high-resistivity silicon crystal that exhibits a refractive index similar to that of GaAs at THz wavelengths.

The experimental system for testing of the QD material spectral response required broad wavelength tunability, which was achieved by using an optical parametrical oscillator (OPO). An amplified Yb:KGW laser system (Light Conversion “PHAROS”) operating at 1030 nm wavelength with a pulse duration of 160 fs and repetition rate of 200 kHz.
was the main optical pump source. This laser was also used to drive a cavity-tuned optical parametric oscillator (OPO, Light Conversion “ORPHEUS”) generating 140–160 fs duration pulses with a peak wavelength tunable from 640 nm to 2600 nm, and the THz output signal was detected by a sample of pre-characterised LT-GaAsBi, which in turn was pumped using the Yb:KGW beam. A dipole antenna with a length of \( \sim 90 \mu m \) and a PC gap width of \( \sim 10 \mu m \) was integrated with QD-based structures and tested for excitation wavelength susceptibility in both operation modes – with a QD-based antenna used as either the THz emitter or the THz detector. In the first case, (Figure 2(a), upper arrow), the antenna structure was pumped by an OPO that generated fs pulses of different wavelengths, while generated THz radiation was coherently sampled by an LT-GaAsBi-based PCA detector. GaAs is effectively transparent at wavelengths roughly \( \geq 880 \) nm and any fraction of the long-wavelength pump IR radiation not absorbed by the QDs is reflected by the DBR placed immediately beneath the active multilayer volume. When used as a coher-ent THz detector, (Figure 2(a), lower reverse arrow), the photocurrent at the QD antenna was measured at different pump wavelengths, while sensing THz radiation generated by a p-InAs based source which was pumped by the non-converted 1030 nm–wavelength femtosecond laser radiation [29]. Measured dependences are presented in Figure 2(b). The wavelength dependencies of both QD THz emission obtained in the first experiment (blue) and QD detector antenna photoconductivity measured in the second experiment (red) shows distinct peaks in the vicinity of the intra-dot electron transitions corresponding to the QDs’ first and second ES. Hence, QD based antennas may also be used in conjunction with semiconductor laser pump sources in the 1100–1300 nm wavelength range. The key enabling con-cept here is the use of similar InAs:GaAs QD structures in both the laser pump source and photoconductive THz emitter, and the complimentary emission and absorption energies exhibited by the InAs:GaAs laser and antenna, respectively. Additionally, efficient THz generation and detec-tion under pump wavelengths shorter than \( \sim 880 \) nm are due to carriers that were generated in the GaAs substrate and captured by the QDs, showing the possibility to pump with a Ti:Sapphire fs laser. The “re-emergence” of efficient THz signal conversion as the pump energy approaches the corresponding excited-state levels of the implanted QDs is perhaps the most significant novelty demonstrated here. The time-domain analysis presented in this work also confirms ultrafast carrier recombination behaviour theoretically pre-dicted earlier [30,31], where, among other effects, increasingly shortened carrier recombination times from higher-occupancy (excited-state) energy levels of implanted QDs with increasing carrier density, via phonon-assisted Auger interactions has been predicted. Also, slower GS recom-bination times can explain the absence of THz signal at GS pump energies, where most photoluminescence, which is not as lifetime dependent occurs.

For \( \sim 800 \) nm pump and coherent time-domain measurements we used a Ti:Sapphire ultrafast laser (Sprite, M2 Ltd.) (810 nm wavelength, 99.5 MHz repetition rate, 150 fs pulse duration and 320 mW average power) and LT-GaAs PCA detector provided by Teravil Ltd, Lithuania.

When pumping a QD PCA using a Ti:Sapphire laser that operates at wavelengths short enough to excite the bulk GaAs barrier layers, optical-to-THz signal conversion takes place and we firstly observe the typical quadratic increase in THz signal output power with increasing electric field applied to the PCA. However, at a certain value of antenna gap electric field strength, the THz signal starts to decrease. Interestingly, the point of signal saturation with respect to electric field strength appears to depend on the optical pump power, which is evident in Figure 3(b).

If we plot this signal normalised to the optical power as a function of the electric field, all points fall into a single dependence Figure 3(c), with signal reduction occurring at lower fields applied under lower pump powers. This effect of electron velocity overshoot [32] is the additional proof of fast electron trapping by QDs.

Figure 2. Pump wavelength dependence of QD material in generation and detection regimes and its photoluminescence. (a) Setup layout, for both experiments, arrows depict the difference in THz propagation from corresponding sources to detectors; FL – femtosecond laser, OPO – optical parametric oscillator, BS – beamsplitter, M – mirrors, L – lenses; (b) wavelength dependencies of THz signals emitted by QD sample and registered by GaBiAs detector (blue) and emitted by InAs crystal surface and registered by QD detector (red). GS – ground state, ES1 – first excited state, ES2 – second excited state. Photoluminescence curve is inserted to show wavelengths corresponding to GS and ESs.
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Figure 3 THz generation from a 25 layer QD PCA pumped using a fs Ti:Sapphire laser: (a) THz power versus laser pump power, (b) THz power at different fields applied to antenna. (c) THz signal normalised to the pump power.

Figure 4 (a) Bias-dependent photocurrent obtained from LT-GaAs and 40 layer QD 50 µm gap stripline antennas, with dark current obtained from QD antenna; (b) THz generation from a 40 layer QD PCA pumped using a fs Ti:Sapphire laser, THz power versus laser pump intensity. Dashed line shows breakdown energy density for LT-GaAs.

Structures with fewer QD layers would saturate at lower PCA biases, due to the correspondingly lower number of dots and capture sites. As the pump power is increased, the corresponding saturation field strength appears to become higher. Bulk, low temperature-grown semiconductors typically show the opposite behavior [33]. This difference in the saturation behaviour is mainly caused by different carrier recombination routes in bulk and QD materials.

In LT-GaAs, photoexcited electrons are captured by As-antisite defects – the main carrier recombination centres in this material – more than an order of magnitude faster than the photoexcited holes [34], which leads to trap saturation. Conversely, electrons and holes captured by QDs at high excitation levels can recombine faster than at low excitations, due to the onset of stimulated transitions. The effect of carrier lifetime shortening in QDs is similarly exhibited in QD-based SESAMs, where the increase in applied pump power tends to reduce carrier recombination times [8]. This, coupled with the high carrier mobility and comparatively high thermal conductivity of the InAs:GaAs structure, might explain this apparent demonstration of a THz PCA which operates more efficiently the more intensively it is pumped.

Direct comparison of the photocurrents obtained from the antennas at similar pump conditions (Figure 4(a)) reveals over two-fold improvement for the QD based antenna compared to the LT-GaAs based antenna. However, the QD sample also has higher dark current, a parameter that should...
be optimised in further designs. Pumping at the wavelength that corresponds to resonant excitation of the first excited state of the QDs results in lower photocurrent, due to smaller volume of the excited media compared to when pumping the bulk GaAs.

4. Discussion

Conventional LT-GaAs-based antennas with a similar electrode structure to the one used in this work (50 µm-wide separated coplanar striplines) usually allow a maximum laser pump power of up to around 50 mW\(^1\), which corresponds to intensity of \(\sim 2500 \text{ W/cm}^2\) or energy density of \(\sim 30 \mu\text{J/cm}^2\) for a typical Ti:Sapphire laser with a repetition rate of 82 mHz focussed into a 50 µm spot. QD-based devices tolerate much greater input intensity and respond superlinearly not only at lower pump powers (Figure 3(a)), but also at intensities ten times greater than the breakdown threshold of a bulk LT-GaAs device (Figure 4(b)). QD antennas in this experiment were able to operate even when being pumped by over 300 mW average optical power focussed into 30 µm spot, thus giving the intensity of \(\sim 45000 \text{ W/cm}^2\) or energy density of \(\sim 450 \mu\text{J/cm}^2\) without any additional heatsink and no saturation in THz generation efficiency. Direct comparison of the generated THz power in these experiments reveals that conversion efficiency in QD PCA is for these samples 30 times less than in commercial LT-GaAs, however, taking into account the configurability of QD wafers, these values can be equalised in the future. For example, QD PCAs demonstrated much higher values of dark current than LT-GaAs, and this can be upgraded.

THz spectral broadening that can address carrier lifetime shortening in QD wafers was also observed using both QD structures in a coherent time-domain detection regime. A Ti:Sapphire laser was used for pumping both the QD emitter and the LT-GaAs detector in these experiments. When changing the pump power within relatively low fluence limits, only the amplitude of the THz pulse is changed and, consequently, spectral features are kept constant, the THz signal being scaled evenly throughout the entire frequency spectrum (Figure 5(c)). However, at higher pump powers, not only does the amplitude of the pulse increase, but the pulsewidth also decreases in time (Figure 5(a), time-domain signals are shifted for readability). Trends for the points of THz pulse maximum amplitude and peak-to-peak duration are plotted in the inset of Figure 5(b), and pulse shortening is clearly seen as well as pulse amplitude growth. Thus, the corresponding spectra, shown in Figure 5(b), reveal inhomogeneous amplitude growth, with the higher frequency range of the signal rising more than the lower at higher pump energy densities. THz amplitude spectra, normalised to one obtained at 20 \(\mu\text{J/cm}^2\) pump energy density are shown in Figure 5(c)). They reveal rather homogeneous amplitude growth at pump energy densities below 40 \(\mu\text{J/cm}^2\) and the rise of the higher frequency shoulder starting from 60 \(\mu\text{J/cm}^2\). Shortening of the produced THz pulse and resulting spectral broadening at higher pump powers could be explained by either Coulomb screening effect as described in [35] or by carrier lifetime shortening in QD samples due to Auger processes. Such carrier

\[1 \text{ www.batop.com/products/terahertz/photoconductive-antenna/photoconductive-terahertz-antenna.html} \]

\[2 \text{ http://www.teravil.lt/emitter.php} \]
lifetime shortening mechanisms in the QD structure has also been reported earlier in similar structures [8], and were confirmed for our samples later [36].

In addition to pulsed THz signals, CW THz radiation by heterodyne conversion [37] may be generated. We have already demonstrated the CW THz emission by photomixing of 850 nm laser diodes pump in optimised QD structures [13]. With the implementation of broadly tunable QD semiconductor lasers as pump sources, the generated signal can be also tunable. One possible implementation of such a QD LD is the double-Littrow configuration [38] shown in Figure 6(a). Rotation of diffraction gratings allows simultaneous and arbitrary tuning of both output wavelengths and thus the resultant THz difference frequency. An example THz output power trend from a 5 µm gap log-periodic PCA pumped by this laser tunable to 1 THz difference frequency is shown in Figure 6(b). The antenna electrodes geometry and pump laser optical spectrum that was used for this experiment are shown in the inset. The THz output power trend is repeatable and again is quadratically increasing with PCA bias. The highest conversion efficiency from this device was obtained while pumping the structure at wavelengths between the peak energy level of the QDs 1st excited state and the photomixer cavity resonance peak at around 1220nm. This also supports the previously demonstrated concept that the characteristic time of the fast component of carrier recovery in such InAs:GaAs QD heterostructures may be further reduced by excitation of the dots near the ES PL peak(s) [29]. No observable THz signals were generated when the PCA was pumped around the QD GS energy. The use of narrow-photogap interdigitated antenna electrodes together with higher pump powers from lasers operating at QD ES energies should allow higher PC gain and generated THz power.

5. Conclusion and outlook

A major motivation for the work presented in this paper is the development of an ultra-compact, efficient, room-temperature THz source or full measurement system and, ultimately, an elegant and complete THz transceiver or spectroscopy system based on all-semiconductor elements in an ultra-compact housing.

The inclusion of multiple bandgap-engineered semiconductor materials and quantum-confined structures enables additional pump absorption energy ranges and ultrafast charge carrier dynamics, in principle slightly different to those of bulk semiconductors, which is important for the optimisation of pump-PCA interaction and may be particularly crucial in the generation of continuous wave THz radiation. QD-based structures such as semiconductor lasers and SESAMs would normally benefit from optimisation of the monolithic optical cavity within the chip to enhance the interaction between either the pump or generated beam with the active medium, in this case the sequence of QD layers. The test structures used for this work were not optimised as such, and yet exhibited a optical-to-THz signal conversion factor comparable with that of state-of-the-art PCA devices. It is expected that a more tailored QD layer configuration, for example grown at depths corresponding to calculated cavity anti-node positions, could enhance the pump intensity, the carrier capture and interaction rate and hence the signal conversion process.

Low-defect absorption layers provide higher thermal conductivity and hence better pump power tolerance. Tunability of the photonic energies of QD LD output signals together with the versatile bandgap-engineering offered by QD-based PC materials, could allow the development of highly configurable, ultrafast optoelectronic systems. Both the LDs and the PCAs such as those used in this work may potentially be fabricated on the same epitaxial semiconductor wafer and the implementation of QD-based lasers [4–6] as pump sources for QD-based antennas could eventually lead to fully QD-based integrated THz systems.
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